.)
In this paper, coming back on a idea of J.P. REVEILLES (7) , we give a nonstandard definition of the topological dimension -the thickness, denoted Let B E S. Put F = FrB and call C the trace of B on F.
Let us prove that ep C n -1. Let x E F and {ap,... a1} be a chain of hc(*x).
Since hC(*x) = n *F, it follows from 1.6 that ap is not minimal for the preorder associated to B. Consequently, there exists an element ap+i of *X such that f ap+1, ap, ... , a1} is a chain of hg(*x). Since ep B = n, we have necessarily p n -1, which implies ep (x,C) n -1 and therefore ep C n -1. Since e p F e p C, we conclude e p F ~ 2014 1. Indeed, we know that ind lR" = n (see for example (2) Note the description of the space X2 is quite complicated so that it will not be reproduced here.
3) An example of space X such that ep X = indX IndX = dimX.
In (8) 
